
Last month on the Central Coast the worsening ambulance crisis saw units being directed from Newcastle and
Sydney to service local demand. We have an emergency unit in crisis and the State Government continues to ignore
the problem.
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THE State Government needs to urgently increase investment in NSW Ambulance as figures highlight a system in crisis with
people left waiting nearly 45 minutes to access what is at times life saving treatment.
 
Just this week, reports have surface showing that a lack of paramedics across the network is resulting in waiting times for
emergency incidents blowing out in some cases to nearly 45 minutes, with at times 50 triple-zero calls needing to be responded
with not enough ambulances available.
 
The problem is heightened by the fact that there aren’t enough beds available at Gosford and Wyong Hospitals and ambulance
blocking occurs. Ambulances are left waiting outside of hospitals with patients and, in some instances, ambulances will try and
take the patients to out of area hospitals to find a bed only to find they are in same situation again. With an endemic bed
shortage the problem is exacerbated, creating longer response times to access life saving treatment.
 
Further pressure is put on the local emergency service from local nursing homes and homes that look after disable people unable
to deal with an emergency medical situation, for which they require an ambulance for transport.
 
The ambulance service has been under enormous strain for some time with the Government failing to invest in adequate
numbers of paramedics to keep up with growing populations across the suburbs and to invest in additional hospital beds. In the
last quarter of 2020, there were close to 320,000 ambulance responses in NSW, the highest since the Bureau of Health
Information began collating the statistics.
 
It is critical that paramedic recruitment be increased and fast tracked to ensure people got access to recruitment be increased
and fast tracked to ensure people got access to emergency care when they needed it most. It is also critical that the Government
invests in more hospital beds.
 
In NSW it is clear we have an Ambulance and Hospital system that is crisis and at serious risk of failing without urgent attention
from the Government.
 
Lives are been put at risk because of chronic underfunding and under staffing and we have paramedics who are under enormous
stress and pressure because of the shortages of staff right across the system. When people call triple 000 in an emergency they
don’t expect to wait nearly 45 minutes to get the medical attention they need. That’s not a health service that working for the
community and its further evidence of a Government leaving people behind when it comes to the delivery of critical health
services.

Ambulance system in crisis


